
FALL ON ROCK, INADEQUATE BELAY, POOR COMMUNICATION
California, Yosemite Valley, Lower Yosemite Falls
On June 24, Raj Dhingra (39), my brother Hugh (34), and I—Dan Sakols (37)— 
decided to tackle Commitment (three pitches, 5.9), one of the “Five Open 
Books” west of Lower Yosemite Falls. We got an early start to avoid the crowd 
and finished the first two pitches, both 5.8, with no complications.

Hugh led the third pitch, which starts with 5.9 moves around the right side 
of a big roof, then finishes up a right-facing 5.8 corner. After Hugh climbed 
out of sight at the top it was impossible to communicate, even by shouting.



There were light tugs on the rope, but we had not prearranged a signal, so I 
was not sure if he was still setting up the anchor or wanted me to climb. Raj 
and I waited for 10 minutes as another party came up behind us, then I got 
some solid tugs in response to mine, and I was comfortable starting up.

It was nearly midday now and the sun was hot. My pack—with water and 
descent shoes—was heavy, and the roof moves were hard, so I was tired by the 
time I finished the pitch. When I got to the top and it was my turn to belay, I 
looked for a way to make communications a little easier for Raj.

Hugh had anchored to the nearest live oak, about 20 feet up and left of the 
top of the corner, and had sat next to it to belay me. Being so far back from the 
edge of the cliff had caused the communication problem, so I decided to stand 
near the edge, on a slab just right of the corner, where I could see down the 
pitch and talk to Raj.

I was perhaps five feet right of the vertical fall-line to Raj (as viewed facing 
the cliff). My anchor, Hugh’s tree, was about 25 feet behind me, a little uphill, 
and to the left of the fall-line. I faced out to look down at Raj. My anchor line 
was tied to the front of my harness and went around my right side to the an
chor tree. I belayed with an ATC, also clipped to the front of my harness. I 
leaned out a bit to pretension the anchor line. Everything seemed solid, so I 
yelled down to Raj that he could climb.

Raj fell as he was doing the roof moves, and I discovered instantly that I was 
unprepared for the magnitude and direction of the force. Although I saw it all 
in slow motion, everything happened rapidly and simultaneously. The down
ward force in Raj’s belay line buckled my legs. It also “unwrapped” me from 
the anchor line, torquing me clockwise and destroying any stability that re
mained. Stretch in the long anchor line sent me over the side. Finally, because 
I was to the right of the imaginary line between Raj and the anchor, I shot to 
the left. The net result: I tumbled down and left five or six feet onto a third- 
class ramp at the top of the climb.

From the first moment, I knew I couldn’t stop my fall; but I also knew I was 
anchored and therefore safe, so I just went with it. I remember thinking that 
Raj’s safety depended on my maintaining his belay; nothing else mattered—I 
would be OK, but I had to concentrate on that grip. However, as I tumbled 
across the face and began crashing into rocks and branches, I must have be
come disoriented—it is all blurry now, but I probably put my hands out in a 
reflex to protect myself and dropped the rope.

The next thing I knew, I was hanging there a little banged up and I heard the 
whizzing sound of the rope racing through the ATC. That sound still echoes 
in my head today. I remember thinking, “If I don’t do something now, Raj is 
going to die.” I imagined the end of the rope going through the ATC and Raj 
sailing through the air, although, in fact, the end of his rope was tied to me.

I instinctively grabbed the rope going into and coming out of the ATC with 
my bare hands and simultaneously tried to wrap it around my leg. That didn’t 
do much to slow Raj down. A few seconds later— also missing from my mind— 
I noticed that it was quiet and that the rope had stopped. I wondered, “What 
stopped it? Me, or Raj hitting something?” Finally I realized that the belay



rope was taut and my belay hand was holding it in the arrest position, so I must 
have made the right moves. I had no idea how long this took or how I did it, 
but it seemed more practiced reflex than conscious act.

I could see that my hands were shredded, and I was also scared, wondering 
if my friend had died. I called to Hugh, “Where’s Raj, where’s Raj?” Finally, I 
heard Raj’s voice nearly a pitch below calling, “Is everything OK?” I looked 
down at my belay hand, still holding his rope, with blood oozing and chunks of 
torn skin hanging, and I could not answer him because I did not know. I just sat 
there, bleeding and holding the rope, for what seemed like 15 minutes.

Meanwhile, Hugh was not sure what had happened. He thought there might 
have been a problem with the anchor, so he wrapped my line around the tree 
and was hesitant to let go of it until he knew what was going on. I had not been 
much help in enlightening him to this point.

Then I saw a guy looking down at me, asking if we needed some help. He 
was a guide from the Yosemite Mountaineering School and had just finished a 
nearby route. He was able to scramble down to me, tie off Raj’s line with Prusiks, 
and get me out of the belay, although I do not remember much of it. With a 
little help I was able to get up to the anchor using my legs and elbows while 
Hugh belayed me.

I saw that my right hand was covered with giant, fluid-filled blisters, and my 
left, the belay hand, had much of the skin torn off, with bits hanging loose 
everywhere. Then came the pain of deep burns. The guide wrapped my hands. 
An Austrian couple who came by put my hiking boots on, helped me hike 
down to the car, and drove me to the Yosemite clinic while Hugh and the guide 
belayed Raj up the pitch.

Later, I found out that Raj had slid 60 or 70 feet by the time I stopped him, 
and that I probably had 20 feet of rope left. Somehow he managed to stay 
upright and avoid injury. I am amazed he did not bang into something and at 
least break his ankle, and I can not imagine what he was thinking. He said later 
that he did not know if he was going to fall again, so he was trying to find some 
footholds. He even thought it was a pretty good climb.

The skin on my left hand, where I had gripped the rope, had been com
pletely abraded to the underlying tissue. I needed a few doses of morphine 
before I felt relief from the pain and the clinic staff could clean up the mess. 
Once back home, I was amazed to find that my hand was able to heal by itself, 
without the need for plastic surgery; however, it did require several months of 
physical therapy to be able to open fully. M y harness died in the line of duty. 
The rope had melted halfway through a leg loop, welding the leg loop to my 
shorts and burning my leg underneath. (Source: Dan Sokols)
Analysis
Dan deserves lots of credit for stopping Raj under the circumstances, but he 
could have broken his hand or his skull in the tumble and then been unable to 
recover Raj’s belay.

Some suggestions for stabilizing the belayer. First, avoid taking the force of 
even a simple top-rope fall directly downward on your harness and legs. The 
peak force can exceed twice the climber’s weight. If there is no other choice, at



least belay sitting down. Alternatively, run the line from the climber through a 
high directional (in some cases, the anchor), so that the force on you is upward 
(as when belaying a top-roper from below). The harness will be stressed prop
erly, and your own weight, plus friction at the directional, will help counter the 
force. (Do not forget the strength requirements of the directional.)

Next, if you are not in line with the anchor and the climber, consider these 
options: a) relocate the anchor, b) build a secondary, directional anchor to op
pose the sideways force, or c) establish a directional on the belay line below 
you to align it with the anchor line. A third point: If stretch in a long anchor 
line will be a problem, minimize it by distributing the force among two or 
more strands of rope. Fourth, as in Dan’s party of three, let Hugh belay from 
the original anchor while Dan stands at the edge as a voice relay. (A fall discus
sion of belay forces and solutions requires a textbook.)

Finally, do you and your partners know how to recover from an accident like 
this? (Source: John Dill, NPS Ranger, Yosemite National Park)


